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Unfortunately, traditional financial
systems are rooted in out-dated
practices and fossil fuel interests. This
makes them too slow to move the
capital needed with the speed and
scale required to fully mitigate a global
warming catastrophe [1].

Financial resources and sound
investments are needed to address
climate change, to both reduce
emissions, promote adaptation to the
impacts that are already occurring, and
to build resiliency. 

Thus the need for innovation at the
intersection of climate, finance, and
digital technology. 

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?  

Climate Fintech is a new wave of 
 technologies that are gaining traction
and helping to accelerate the transition
to a more sustainable economy. 

Climate Fintech is simply defined as
digital financial technology which
catalyses decarbonisation [1]. 

DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGY FINANCE

CLIMATE

C L I M A T E
F I N T E C H

INTRODUCTION
WHAT IS IT? 

The United Nations estimates that the 
world will need to invest around US$90 
trillion by 2030 to successfully transition 
to a green economy [2].
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Climate Fintech is a financial
mechanism that supports
climate financing, driven by
data as a factor of
production. 

The value-forming
mechanism of climate
fintech lies in entropy
reduction, which is
manifested in the
enhancement of efficiency
and productivity by building
a digital world corresponding
to the physical world.

The enabling environment that supports
Climate Fintech innovations consists of
Government Action, Investment Capital
(VC/ Private Equity & individuals), and
Ecosystems (alliances & accelerators).

Government action plays an important
role in promoting the financial
innovations that are needed, both on a
European-wide scale and on an
individual country level. Europe is leading
the way. Two examples are:

EU Strategy for financing the transition to
a sustainable economy, published in
2021 to enable investors to re-orient
investments towards more sustainable
technologies and businesses.

Green FinTech Action Plan, launched in
2021 by The Swiss State Secretary for
International Finance with the goal of
establishing Switzerland as a global
leader in sustainable finance.

THE ENABLING                 
 ENVIRONMENT
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Climate Fintech enabling environment

Chief Researcher at the DAIDFR,
Climate FinTech Advisor at
FinTech4Good, Member of
ISO/TC322 TAG01 and Visiting
Scholar at CISTP. 

Yushi Chen 
Green Fintech Advocator
and Researcher

ClimateFintech Alliance
Innovate4Climate
Climate Finance Day
Climate Fintech Cards & Payments
Challenge
Green Digital Finance Alliance

Based on our data, European Financial
Services startups utilizing climate
fintech technologies have raised over
€8B in total funding to date.

Ecosystems help to connect the
relevant stakeholders for Climate
Fintech, we have identified some that
are purely focused on it:
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Investment capital  is necessary to
scale climate fintech technologies. 
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New Energy Nexus supports
climate fintech startups through
incubation and acceleration
programs, funding, and
ecosystem matching. 

They help startups address key
pain points, such as business
expansion, fundraising and
capacity building. 

Their programs enhance the value
proposition of the startups for their
target customers – whether these
are citizens or financial
institutions. 
The focal point to succeed is
achieving commercialisation. 

These learnings have been
demonstrated through their joint
climate fintech accelerator
program with F10 in Europe, the
Climate Fintech Card & Payment
Challenge with Barclays in the
United States, and pilot projects
with CIB Fintech in China.

Europe is leading climate action,
sustainable finance, and climate
fintech ecosystems. The continent is set
to become the first climate-neutral
economy on the planet by 2050, thanks
to progressive climate policies such as
the European Green Deal, and the EU
Taxonomy, which have influenced
standards in other countries as well [3]. 

Many of these policies have turned into
law [4] and cultivated the early
movement of sustainable investment
which is now gradually becoming
mainstream globally. 

With the rising demand of climate
investment related data from the
growing sustainable finance industry,
climate fintech has emerged into an
enabler and disrupter of the digital
transformation in the climate finance
industry in Europe. 
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THOUGHTS FROM AN
ECOSYSTEM BUILDER

Where is the best Climate
FinTech Ecosystem?

How do the ecosystems support
startups?

As a climate fintech startup, you have
everything you need in Europe:
supportive climate action policies,
mission aligned investors, climate
conscious consumers, and well-
educated talent with excellent digital
technology skills and financial business
acumen.

New Energy Nexus 

Yafu Zhao
Climate Fintech Lead at
New Energy Nexus
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KEY HIGHLIGHTS
Utilising the Net0 Platform of 40,000+
climate tech startups from Europe, we
investigated how the Financial Services
sector overlaps with climate tech. We
found that the climate fintech space is
rapidly evolving and our aim here is to
illustrate the most interesting trends
and insights.

For us Financial Services broadly refers
to the various offerings within the
finance industry. This encompasses
everything within: Banking, Insurance,
Tax and Accounting, and Investment
Services. 
 
Each startup featured on the platform is
characterised by: founded year, HQ
country, technologies used, funding
rounds, climate challenges, and climate
impact. 

Based on our climate tech taxonomy
and the comprehensive profiles of each
startup, we identified 617 active startups
in scope as of June 30, 2022. 

Analysing all the data together, we see
there has been lots of movement in the
past few years. To digest what is
happening we break down the insights
into three parts:
 

WHERE WE COME IN

The market intelligence platform
for all things climate tech.

startups identified
617

is the leading country by number
of startups and total funding

United Kingdom

is the top climate change
challenge area addressed 

Emissions control,
accounting and
offsetting

most capital raised
2022

raised in equity deals to date
€8 Billion

is the single largest funding round
to date

€150 Million

is the most popular service
provided by the startups

Carbon
accounting

SECTOR INSIGHTS
FUNDING INSIGHTS
NEW SERVICES
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A Climate Fintech solutions are having impact across all climate
challenge areas.

SECTOR
INSIGHTS1
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The Net0 Platform categorises all the startups on the platform based on 8 different
climate challenge areas that are typically used when discussing emissions reduction
and adaptation to impacts of climate change. We see that financial service startups
utilizing Climate Fintech Solutions are cutting across and thus impacting every
challenge area, highlighting the importance of the sector. 

Emissions Control is clearly the focus of Climate Fintech solutions with Energy also
showing a strong importance. We explore why this is in the following sections.

Climate Fintech across Climate Challenge Areas*

Transport
4%

Emissions control
41%

Energy
20%

Food & agriculture 
10%

Ghg removal
5%

Natural environment
11%

Water
2%

Industry
1.5%

Circular economy
1.5%
Built environment
4%

*An organisation can address several climate challenge areas.
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The Climate Tech Finance
sector is rapidly growing.

Since 2016 there have been 3.5 times as
many Financial Services startups with
Climate FinTech solutions founded
compared to all previous years combined.

 Although this data does not include
inactive startups that may have been
founded before 2016, it is clear that in the
last 6 years there has been a significant
amount of startups entering the sector.

SECTOR
INSIGHTS1

3.5X
500

 
 

400
 
 

300
 
 

200
 
 

100
 
 

0

Number between 2016-2022Total number of startups
founded before 2016*

Financial Services Sector Growth

 Ten years ago, fintech
was a small side show in
the broader and more
exciting technology
industry. 

Now, Fintech has moved
to the mainstage. 

Climate fintech will soon
be too.

Alexandre Lazarow
Partner at Cathay
Innovation, Author

Alexandre Lazarow has spent
his career working at the
intersection of investing,
innovation, and economic
development in the private,
public, and social sectors.

*Only startups that are currently active are included in the count.
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1 SECTOR
INSIGHTS

United Kingdom and France are recognised as the leading
European Green Finance Hubs

Out of the 617 startups identified, over half
of them are headquartered in The United
Kingdom, Germany, and France. The
United Kingdom with the greatest share of
26%, followed by Germany with 16%, and
10% in France. The rest of the European
countries have 5% or less.

26%

Germany

Rest of 
Europe

47%

Source: Net Zero Insights
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Startups headquartered in the United
Kingdom and France are also leading
when it comes to the total amount of
funding received. Source: Net Zero Insights
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Analysing the equity funding we see impressive year over year growth from 2019 to the
first half of 2022. There is a steady increase in the number of deals and exponential
growth in the total amount of funding received. We can see that investors are starting
to bet heavily on these companies as we are starting to see larger deals occurring.

In 2021 we saw a record number of deals and the first €100M+ funding round for Dutch
startup, Bunq. This is a strong indication that climate fintech solutions are scaling
rapidly and on a global scale. We are seeing the continued growth accelerating in
2022.

Half way through the year, Financial Services startups have already raised €759M,
which is 4 times the funding raised as in all of 2019. Below are the top 10 highest
funding rounds of the year. Startups utilising a variety of technology and working
across the financial services sectors made the list. With already 3 deals over €100M+,
we can expect more exciting news to come during the second half of the year.
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FUNDING
INSIGHTS2

Significantly larger amounts of capital are flowing to startups
developing Climate Fintech solutions. 

Yearly Funding by Deal Size*

€800M

2019 2020 2021 H1 2022

Number of deals

 €100M +

 €50M -  €100M 

 €10M -  €50M 

 €0M -  €5M 

€600M

€400M

€200M

€0

100

50

25

0

 €5M -  €10M 

*Funding deals exclude debt or other non-equity funding, lending
capital, grants, merges, and acquisitions, ICOs and IPOs.
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TOP 10 FUNDING ROUNDS OF H1 2022
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COMPANY
FUNDING
AMOUNT

€150M

€106M

€67M

€42M

€31M

€28M

€21M

€20M

€20M

€120M

TYPE SECTOR

Tax & Accounting,
Artificial Intelligence (AI)

Insurance Services,
Satellite Imagery

Insurance Services,
Satellite Imagery

Tax & Accounting,
Carbon Accounting

Investment
Services, Software

Banking Services,
Web3

Tax & Accounting,
Carbon Offsetting

Tax & Accounting,
Carbon Accounting

Banking Services,
Blockchain

Investment Services,
Crowdfunding

SERIES A

SERIES A

SERIES A

SERIES A

SERIES B

SERIES B

SERIES D

SERIES C

SERIES B

SERIES A

SOURCE
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CommerzVentures is a FinTech-
focused venture capital firm. The
firm manages €550m across three
funds (2014, 2019 and 2022). 

Commerzbank is the sole LP in all
three funds. CommerzVentures
takes return-driven, non-strategic
positions only and the
management team personally co-
invests in each investment.
 
CommerzVentures was the first
investor to define the Climate
FinTech space and invested in its
pioneers such as Doconomy,
Climate X, and ClimateView.

he climate crisis poses an existential 
threat to humanity. We need to 
drastically decarbonise our economies 
and infrastructures. This will 
fundamentally transform business, 
societies and our lives within this 
decade. 

Massive investments are required and 
the financial sector will need to play a 
key role in channeling and mobilising 
these investments. It will open up 
tremendous opportunities to build 
valuable Climate FinTech businesses.
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THOUGHTS FROM A 
VC INVESTOR

Why is climate fintech 
appealing from an investor’s 
perspective?

How does Europe compare to the 
US?
Europe is ahead of the US here. Europe is 
home to more Climate FinTech startups 
and attracted more Venture Capital 
funding [5]. Europe has a unique 
opportunity to play the lead in Climate 
FinTech.

CommerzVentures

Lorenz Hering
Senior Associate at
CommerzVentures

Lorenz Hering is an early stage
venture capital investor
focusing on fintech and
climate fintech. His background
is in macroeconomics, finance
and management consulting. 
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ICEYE delivers unmatched persistent monitoring capabilities for any location,
owning the world’s largest synthetic-aperture radar constellation. Among other
environmental uses, the company's data has so far been used by governments
and commercial organizations to respond to oil spills, deforestation, hurricanes,
and floods

STARTUP SPOTLIGHT
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Comparing the total amount of funding and the number of startups across the
financial services sub-sectors, we see that Banking and Insurance companies are on
average raising double the amount of funding as Investment and Tax & Accounting
companies. 

Banking and Insurance Services Startups are receiving more
funding.
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FUNDING
INSIGHTS2

€600M 

0

100

150

250

Banking   Investment Insurance Tax & 
accounting

Number of startupsTotal funding

€400M

€0

€200M 

-
Offering a new generation of technology-driven corporate insurance against
climate risk, Descartes Underwriting collaborates with brokers around the world to
protect clients against the full spectrum of natural catastrophe and extreme
weather exposures.

STARTUP SPOTLIGHT

Total funding by Financial Service Sub-sectors
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It’s also interesting to note that there are significantly more Tax and Accounting
services companies than the other sub-sectors. This is most likely due to the rising
popularity of the new climate services such as carbon accounting, carbon offsetting
and ESG reporting.
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FUNDING
INSIGHTS2

-
Cushon is a workplace pension and savings fintech, leading the way in reducing
the climate impact of the pensions industry while engaging with savers and
empowering them to build a better financial future. In January 2021 it launched
the world’s only Net Zero Now pension.

Cushon research shows 56% of employees want to know more about how their
pension is invested and whether it contributes to climate change – increasing to
62% for under 25s. And 62% would engage more with their pension if they knew it
has a positive impact on climate change.

STARTUP SPOTLIGHT

Average Funding by Financial Service Sub-sectors

Banking

Investment 

Insurance 

Tax & accounting

€0M €10M €20M €30M
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refers to processes 
used to measure and 
report how much
carbon dioxide 
equivalent a person, 
organisation, or 
government emits [6].

Looking into the number of startups
providing these services we see that the
highest number belong to Carbon
Accounting, then Carbon Offsetting, and
lastly Climate Risk. This correlates to the
strong focus on the Emissions Control
Climate Challenge Area. Also, it became
clear not all of the startups fit within the
scope of the 4 sub sectors used to break
down financial services. This reveals the
need for an additional classification of
these Climate FinTech solutions. 

Due to the climate crisis, we’ve seen a range of new services being provided by the 
finance sector. The most offered being:

NEW
SERVICES3

refers to any activity 
that enables people, 
companies, and even 
governments to offset 
carbon emissions by 
supporting green 
projects around the 
world [7].

refers to the services for 
providing climate 
knowledge and 
information for making 
informed decisions [8].

Carbon Accounting Carbon Offsetting Climate risk
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Carbon
accounting

Carbon
offsetting

Climate
risk

-
Deepki offers a fully populated ESG data intelligence platform to help commercial
real estate investors, owners and managers improve the ESG performance of their
real estate assets, and enhance their value. The SaaS platform enables clients to
collect ESG data, overview their ESG performance, establish investment plans to
reach net zero, and assess results. To date, Deepki has saved over 180,000
equivalent tonnes of CO₂ across its client base. 

STARTUP SPOTLIGHT
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There are many different Climate FinTech solutions that exist within these services,
here is what is included in scope and a few examples of some promising startups.

NEW
SERVICES3
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CARBON ACCOUNTING

Solutions include various software
platforms that enable quantification of
emissions and map them to
governmental ESG reporting standards,
different automated tools to help
companies track emissions across their
business activities. 

British startup, Emitwise, founded in 2019,
develops an automated carbon tracking
and accounting software designed to
help businesses track and manage their
carbon footprint. In March 2022, they
raised their latest round of funding of
€9M, increasing their total funding to
€14.6M. 

CARBON  OFFSETTING

Solutions include platforms and
marketplaces for connecting customers
and green projects, software for
calculating carbon offsets, applications
for automating carbon offsets
purchases, certified CO2 avoidance
credits, etc
 
Spanish startup Climate Trade, founded
in 2017, develops a marketplace that
helps companies achieve carbon
neutrality by providing choices on where
to offset emissions. 

CLIMATE RISK

Solutions include climate risk modelling,
climate risk management services, etc

British startup Climate X, founded in
2020, provides climate risk insights
intended to project and predict the
impacts of climate change. Their latest
funding round was in November 2021,
increasing their total funding to €26M.

As large organizations
including Citi work towards a
net-zero carbon future for
themselves and their clients,
partnering with climate
fintechs could help
accelerate efforts and
provide a strategic
advantage.

Jelena Zec
Senior Vice President
at Citi Ventures
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In January 2022, they raised an early
VC round totalling their funding to
€8M.
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While we believe data is key to creating insights for more informed decision making, it
can be hard to access and challenging to understand. 

Our mission is to create a comprehensive overview of climate solutions and provide
actionable innovation intelligence to enable you to achieve your goals more efficiently
and effectively. 

The Financial Services startups and Climate Fintech solutions showcased are
promising examples out of 600+ we analysed for this article. At the time of writing the
Net Zero Platform focused primarily on European Companies. Currently the platform
has expanded its coverage to North America and features over 45K climate tech
startups and SMEs. 

Want to learn about the rest or find out more? Sign up for a demo!
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ABOUT NET ZERO
INSIGHTS
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